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ABSTRACT

An equation was developed that enables the calculation

of the Farilling friction factor for the flow of power law

fluids. The equation applies for all flow regions - laminar,

transitional and turbulent. The equation is based on a

weighted sum of equations for the Fanning friction factor

in each of the three regions of fluid flow. Deviations

between the developed equation and accepted values is on the

order of five percent or less for the majority of the values

for the F��ing friction factor. The equation is simple to

use and is ideally suited for a computer or for a hand-held

calculator. The equation can replace the current graphical

methods that are used to solve power law fluid systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present an equation for

predicting the Fanning friction factor for flow of non

Newtonian fluids. The equation must be valid for laminar,

transitional and turbulent flow regimes and it must be

relatively simple to apply.

Non-Newtonian fluids are defined as fluids whose shear

stress is not linearly proportional to its shear rate. This

treatment of non-Newtonian fluids will be limited to those

that can be represented by the "power law" model. The power

law model relates the shear stress (T) to the shear rate (t)

by the equation:

T = k (r:)T1 ( 1 )

For the special case when n is equal to 1, the power law model

reduces to the equation for Newtonian fluids and K represents

the fluid viscosity.

Fluids that are described by the power law model are

divided into two categories. Fluids whose value for n is

greater than 1 are referred to as dilatant fluids while those

fluids with a value of n that is less than 1 are classified as

pseudoplastics. This treatment will be limited to pseudo

plastics.

As with all fluids, power law fluids possess a resistance

to flow. This resistance to flow is known as the frictional

loss of the fluid. The friction loss per unit mass of fluid
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is proportional to the square of the velocity by:

4- = 2f Lf (2)

The constant of proportionality -1- is referred to as the

Fanning friction factor. The Fanning friction factor is not

constant, but .. decreases wi th an increase in fluid veloci ty.

For power law fluids, the Fanning friction factor is also

dependent upon the parameter n from Equation (1).

Previous experimental work performed on non-Newtonian

fluids by Dodge and Metzner1 resulted in an empirical corre-

lation for the Fanning friction factor as a function of a

modified Reynolds number and the parameter n. The modified

Reynolds number was defined so as to obtain a linear relation

with the Fanning friction factor for fully developed laminar

flow. The resulting modified Reynolds number was found to

be:

8 e if
z- ()

( n \n
YY1 3n4- J ) (J)

For the special case of a Newtonian fluid, n equal to 1,

Equation (,J) reduces to the general form of the Reynolds
.;

number.

From the results of their experimentation, Dodge and

Metzner1 found that the Fanning friction factor was given by

_j_ �
lo� [N�e. · �BJ-

-vr
-

nA
where

0.l5A-=

B = f - n Ie..
c = O.� I n,·2
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This correlation was found to be valid only for fully developed

turbulent flow and was limited by the fact that only data for

n between 0.4 and 1.0 were used. Figure 1 shows a plot of the

data taken and the results of the correlation for turbulent

flow.

Hanks and Ricks2 developed a similar plot by theoretical

methods. This plot is based on a modification of the Prandt13

mixing length model. The method developed enables the determi

nation of the friction factor for all values of the modified

Reynolds number. Figure 2 plots the results of this theoret

ical analysis.

Figure 3 compares the Dodge-Metzner correlation for

turbulent flow with the results of the Hank's method. At

Reynolds numbers greater than 3000, there is good agreement

between the two for values of n between 0.8 and 1.0. For

values of n that are less than 0.7, substantial deviations

occur between the two. These deviations can be attributed to

the limited amount of data available in the development of the

Dodge-Metzner correlation.
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DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD

The method to be used to determine the overall equation

for the Fanning friction factor was developed by Churchill and

usagi4. The method is based on the weighting of two asymptotic

solutions to obtain one equation for the entire range. The

weighting of the two asymptotic solutions is achieved by using

�n equation of the form:

n ( )n ) lin
y ::. (y(l�O) -I- � l�oo (5)

where y( Z�O) and y( z .... oc) represents the asymptotic solutions

as z approaches zero and infinity respectively.

This method can be applied to the calculation of the overall

Fanning friction factor by weighting expressions for the factor

in the laminar and turbulent flow regions. The generalized

form of the resulting equation would be:

{= (t� + f�) '[o: (6)

where tL and � T are the equations for the Fanning friction

factor in the laminar and turbulent regions respectively.
,J

Equation (6) was successively used by Churchil15 to

calculate the Fanning friction factor for Newtonian fluids.

Churchill's analysis resulted in an equation of the form:

f: [(�t (- ::�) 312 ] 1/,1
+

NRe.
where

In [
I

J
(7)

A-;. 2.Lt sl ' o.C\ €;( Nie-) + 0.21 15

B-= (311530) 110

N£e
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This same method was applied to Bingham plastics by Darby

and Melson6• They reported that the Fanning friction factor

can be calculated from Equation (6) where:

f I�

[
t-JHe. N�� l

L
-:.

N�e.. \ -to � ��e_
-

3 f� �'£e. J

Q = J.l -f- 401000/M�
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RESULTS

The development of the overall equation for the Fanning

friction factor is dependent upon the individual equations in

each flow regime. For laminar flow, an exact description of

the Fanning friction factor was developed by Metzner and Reed?

This result is expressed as

t L '"
lIDII-.] �e. (9)

/
where NRe is the modified Reynolds number as defined by

Equation (3).

For turbulent flow, the Dodge-Metzner correlation was

used. This correlation deviated significantly from the Hanks

method and was therefore modified to provide better agreement

between the two. The modified form of the Dodge-Metzner

equation is of the same general form as Equation (4) except

that the constants Af B and C have been redefined as:

A -: .1 n + .9{olD
3.'258 n

B: I.Oz.-.oze (10)

C, '" . 329 ( e�·45(I-n) + .21(0 ())
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the modified Dodge-Metzner

equation and the Hanks plot. The modified form provides a

substantial decrease in the deviations from the Hanks plot.

Equation (4) is implicit in t , while it is desired to

have an explicit function for the Fanning friction factor.

�n approximation of the modified Dodge-Metzner equation was

found by utilizing a partial trial and error process. The
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process is initiated by assuming an initial value forf and

then calculating a new f from Equations (4) and (10). This

new f is then used as the next assumed value in order to obtain

a more accurate value of f. The initial value of f was assumed

to be 0.005 and two iterations were required in order to obtain

acceptable agreement with the true values calculated from

Equations (4) and (10). The resulting explicit equation for

can be written as:

::ft :: �A t 10lj NRe_ - 2B IO� [*" (103 N�e. - 2:�Bj-cJ]- C (11)

where the constants A, B and C are given by Equation (10).

In order to obtain an accurate description for the Fanning

friction factor over the entire range of Reynolds numbers, it

was necessary to include an expression for the transitional

flow region. Churchil15 determined an empirical equation for

Newtonian fluids in the transitional flow region and this was

modified so as to apply to pseudoplastics. The resulting

equation was found to be:

(12)

This equation provided reasonable results for Reynolds numbers

less than 4000.

The transitional and turbulent equations for the Fanning

friction factor were then combined to get a single equation

for these two regions. Equations (11) and (12) were used and

the weighting factor as defined by Equation (5) was found to

be -4. This single equation was then combined with Equation

(9) to obtain the overall form of the equation. In this case,
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a weighting factor of 5 was found to give the best overall fit.

The final form of the equation can be written as:

f " [t� 1- (fT�Y 1-fT�4y5f4J 1/5
(13)

where +1.' tTIi:. and tTB are given by Equations (9), (12) and (11)

respectively.

Figure 5 shows the values calculated from Equation (13)

and the values calculated from Hanks method. There is excellent

agreement between the two for values of n between 1.0 and 0.4.

Slight deviations begin to appear for Reynolds numbers greater

than 50,000 and values of n greater than 0.4. The deviations

are on the order of 5% or less. Significant deviations do

occur for values of n that are less than 0.4. At Reynolds

numbers greater than 5000, Equation (13) calculates substan-

tially higher values for the Fanning f�iction factor at values

of 0.2 and 0.3 for n. The deviations in this area are in excess

of 20%.
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CONCLUSION

Equation (13) is an accurate and convenient replacement

for the Hanks plot in determining the Fanning friction factor

for flow of power law fluids. The equation is much simpler

to use than Hanks' mixing length model analysis. Also, the

equation accurately applies over the entire range of Reynolds

numbers and is not limited to turbulent flow as is the Dodge

Metzner equation. The only limitation to the application of

Equation (13) is if the fluid of interest has a very low value

of n from Equation(1). The accuracy of the equation for these

small values of n is marginal. But for the most part, Equation

(13) is accurate, simple to use and ideally suited for computer

design of power law fluid systems.
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NOMENCLATURE

D Diameter of pipe m

f Fanning friction factor

;r Frictional loss cal/kg
L Length of pipe m

m Power law constant

NHe Hedstrom number

NRe Reynolds number

NRe Modified Reynolds number

?: Shear stress N/m2
E Effective roughness m

p Fluid density kg/m3
t Shear rate s-1

� Fluid velocity m/s
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